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ABSTRACT
Cosmological Models frequently suggest the existence of physical, quantities, e.g. dark energy, we cannot yet observe
and measure directly. Their values are obtained indirectly setting them equal to values and accuracy of the associated
model parameters which best fit model and observation. Apparently results are so accurate that some researchers speak
of precision cosmology. The accuracy attributed to these indirect values of the physical quantities however does not
include the uncertainty of the model used to get them. We suggest a Confidence Level Estimator to be attached to these
indirect measurements and apply it to current cosmological models.
Keywords: Cosmological Models; Cosmological Parameters

1. Introduction
Models of physical systems, including Cosmological
Models, contain a number of free parameters associated
to an equal number of measurable, independent, physical
quantities (“observable” in the following) which characterize the system. Comparing measured values of the
observables and allowed values of the parameters one
can test a model, i.e. validate, improve or falsify it [1].
When a model introduces new parameters associated
to observables previously ignored or never observed,
searching and measuring the new observables is mandatory.
Some observables can be measured directly (e.g. galaxy redshift) or through a serie of definite, model independent, intermediate steps (e.g. object distance by parrallax). Let’s call them direct measurements.
Other observables (e.g. Dark Energy density we will
discuss in the following), cannot yet be measured directly.
We get their values looking to secondary observables
linked in a way we presume we know to the primary observable we are interested in. Let’s call them indirect
measurements. The reliability of indirect measurements
depends therefore on the accuracy of the link model,
preferably an “ad hoc” model, with a reduced number of
parameters, especially made for the particular observable
we intend to measure, but in some cases it is the Model
itself we want to test.
Present days cosmological models give a fair description of the birth and evolution of the Universe using six
free parameters. Mostly of the associated observables are
however measured indirectly.
In the following we discuss first the error bars associCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

ated to direct and indirect measurements of observables,
then introduce an estimator (Confidence Level Estimator)
to quantify the confidence we can attach to indirect
measurements. We then briefly review present day most
common Cosmological Models and apply to their parameters and observables our Confidence Level Estimator.

2. Observables: Expected and Measured
Values
Results of independent direct measurements of an observable X give a serie  X  of data which, analyzed
by classical statistical methods (see for instance [2]) give
mean value X and standard deviation  me of X . We
call them measured values of X .
When X must be measured indirectly we collect by
direct observation or from data in literature values of
secondary observables associated to X , specify the
model of the link between X and those secondaries and
attach to X the value of the associated model parameter
M X which best fits model and values of the secondary
observables. When considering Cosmological Models the
best fitting procedure is usually made by Montecarlo
methods: one repeats the evaluation of M X with a
random choice of the Model parameters and gets a
distribution of M X values around a value EM , which
optimizes the fit. We then set X  EM and attach to it a
dispersion  ex equal to the width of the distribution of
the M X values around EM which encompasses 68%
of the values. We call them expected values. However
 ex does not include information on how reliable is the
model of the link between primary and secondary obJMP
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servables therefore is different from  me . If we are extremely confident in the model we can set  me   ex . If
not we must write  me   ex   pr  where  pr is a
sort of systematic error which accounts for Model uncertainty.

and very probably do not offer a completely correct description of the real world.
More formal derivations of Cl ,M are possible. In Appendix A we propose a derivation Cl ,m from the Bayes
Theorem.

2.1. Single Parameter Model

2.2. Multiparameter Model

Let’s begin with a Model with just one parameter M. We
call P  X  the distribution, around X M , of the directly
measured values X of the observable and P  E  the
distribution, around EM , of the values attributed to parameter M. Most often P  X  and P  E  are gaussian

For a model with m independent parameters we can
write:

P X  =
PE =

1
2
2π me

1
2π

2
ex

e

e

 X  X M

  E  EM



2

2

2
2 me

2
2 ex

(1)
(2)

when

X M  EM   me   ex 
P  X  and P  E  overlap marginally and the Model
does not describe properly the physical system associated
to the observable.
When

X M  EM  3  me   ex 
P  X  and P  E  begin to overlap and the Model may
be more descriptive of the physical system.
For models and priors1 not too far from the real world

EM  X M

(3)

and differences between P  X  and P  E  can be enM
tirely attributed to differences between  exM and  me
,
so we can write
M
M
 me
=  exM   pr

Evaluating  pr is far from obvious. We introduce
instead
 prM  M
(4)
Cl , M = 1  M = exM
 me  me
and call it Confidence Level Estimator of the observable
associated to M.
For direct measurements  pr = 0 therefore Cl ,M = 1
always. For secondary measurements 0  Cl , M  1 because  ex   me . Cl ,M  1 suggests that Model, priors
and observation do not conflict therefore the Model offer
a convenient way for improving X M . When Cl , M  0
Model and priors cannot be used for improving X M
1

In different applications meaning and content of prior may be different
here and in the following prior will indicate just the ranges of allowed
variability of the Model parameters.

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Cl =

1 m
C i
m i =1 l , M

(5)

as a collective estimator of the set of Model parameters.
It is the average of the C i , (see Equation (4)), asl ,M
sociated to the Model m parameters. Its value is also
indicative of Model and priors qualities.
Small values of Confidence Levels obtained by Equations (4) and (5) cannot be used to falsify the Model
used to get them. Falsification in fact occurs only when
the two probability distributions P  X  and P  E  do
not overlap at all. When this is the case condition (3) and
Equations (4) and (5) do not hold anymore.

3. Cosmological Models
The almost serendipitous discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background in 1964 [3]: 1) marked the end of a
famous revised version of the Steady State Model,
proposed in 1948 by Bondi, Gold and Hoyle [4,5], in
spite of its capability of preserving fundamental constants
of physics and avoiding singularities during the Universe
expansion; 2) boosted the class of the Big Bang Models
(e.g. [6]). Difficulties of this class of models, like the initial singularity and the problem of “causal connections”,
were soon solved by the inclusion of the Inflation theory
(see for instance [7]) with the additional bonus of gaining
the possibility of estimating the spectrum of the primordial fluctuations, necessary to explain the birth of the
matter condensations which characterize the present day
Universe (for a review see for instance [8]); 3) triggered
new cosmological observation of the CMB which, in
about thirty years, confirmed that the CMB has: a) planckian spectrum ([9-11] and references therein); b) a small
degree of anisotropy with a characteristic angular power
spectrum ([12-14] and references therein); c) an even
smaller degree of linear polarization ([15-18] and references therein).
So gradually the Standard Big Bang Model ([6])
emerged, whose more important parameters were: Hubble constant H o , Universe matter density  (in units
of critical density c = 3H o2  8πG  ) and primordial
Helium Hydrogen ratio.
In the same years other no-CMB based cosmological
observations went on. They: 1) provided large samples of
JMP
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high redshift Supernovae (see for instance the Supernova
Cosmological Project [19]), used to obtain better estimates
of matter density and upper limit to the value of the
cosmological constant); 2) showed the existence of dark
matter at various astrophysical sites (for a review see for
instance [20]); 3) detected Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
(BAO) in the ordinary matter distribution with an angular
power spectrum similar to the angular power spectrum of
the CMB ([21] and references therein); 4) got the distances of objects at very large Z using new standard candles (SNIa and GRB) (e.g. [22,23] and references therein).
Not to mention the results of numerical experiments (Nbody simulations) on the formation and evolution of matter condensations (e.g. [24]).
The whole set of CMB and no-CMB observations suggests that: 1) the geometry of the Universe is euclidean
(flat) or very close to it [25]; 2) recombination of nuclei
and electrons at Z  1000 was followed by partial reionization of the matter when stable matter condensations
formed (e.g. [26] and references therein); 3) after decelerating, the Universe is now going through re-acceleration (e.g. [27]).
To account for these effects new cosmological parameters were introduced: 1) b ,  dm and   , the
abundances (in unit of critical density c ) of barionic
matter, dark matter and dark energy; 2)  , the optical
thickness of the Universe at reionization; 3) As and ns ,
the amplitude and spectral index of the fluctuations; 4)
 8 an indicator of the galactic matter distribution. Adding them to the Standard Big Bang Model the Concordance or  -CDM Model emerged [28,29]. It is characterized by six independent parameters plus a number of
derived parameters, combinations of the independent ones.
Usually H o , b ,  dm ,  , As and ns , are assumed
as free parameters. Among the derived parameters are
age of the Universe Tuniv  1 H o , critical density c of
matter-energy, Dark Energy density,   (in unit of
c ), reionization red shift Z ion and  8 .
Usually observation gives combinations of the observables associated to the above parameters. To disen-

tangle them it is common practice to fit the Concordance
Model to the full set of CMB and no-CMB data and
extract the parameters values which best fit observation.
Calculations are made by Montecarlo methods [30] using
Markov chains to implement the stochastic procedure
with the addition of priors which constrain the variability
of the model parameters. Common choices are  = 1
(perfectly euclidean Universe) and  = b   dm    .
By this method one gets the expectation values of the
model parameters and their dispersion, (set equal to the
width of the distribution of the calculated values E which
encompasses 68% of the values) and attach them to the
associated observables.
The procedure, now well established, is usually repeated whenever new data are added to the preexisting
data base of observations. Very probably it will be repeated when the new CMB data presently being collected
by the Planck mission will be released [31]. Table 1 and
Table 2 show expectation values EM and dispersion
 exM of free and derived parameters M of the Concordance Model in literature [18,32,34]. Because different authors use different combinations of parameters
and/or different units of measure, for uniformity of presentation in Tables 1 and 2, when necessary, the listed
quantities have been obtained transforming the data in literature (preserving the published value of the combination).
In the same table are listed, when available, mean
M
of direct meavalue X M and standard deviation  me
surements X of the observable associated to M.
It appears that for five, out of six, free parameters of
the Concordance Model direct measurements of the associated observable are poor or not yet available. In particular observation gives only large intervals inside which
measured values of the density of Dark Matter and Dark
Energy can lay. These intervals coincide with the variability range of the parameters used in Monte Carlo studies
of the Concordance Model [18]. The only exception is
the Hubble constant for which accurate measurements
now exist [33].

Table 1. Λ -CDM -Concordance Model: expectation values, measured values and confidence level of model parameters (from
[34,18] see text).
Parameter/Observable

EM Expec. Value

X M Meas. Value

Cl Conf. Level

Hubble Constant (km/sec Mpc)

Ho

70.41.3
1.4

74.2  3.6

0.38

Barionic Matter Density

b

0.0456  0.0016

0.005  0.1

< 2 102

Dark Matter Density

 dm

0.227  0.0014

0.006  1

< 2 103

Optical Thickness at Reionization



0.087  0.0014

0.01  0.80

< 2 103

Scalar Fluctuations Amplitude

As

(2.4410.088
109 )
0.092

?

?

Scalar Spectral Index

ns

0.963  0.012

0.5  1.5

< 2 102

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 2. Λ -CDM -Concordance Model: expectation values
of derived parameters (from [18,34] see text).
Parameter/Observable

Expected Value

Dark Energy Density



0.7280.015
0.016

Reionization Red Shift

Z ion

10.4  1.2

Galactic Fluctuations Amplitude

8

0.809  0.024

Universe Age (years)

to

(13.75  0.11) 109

The above values of  exM are so small that today is
common practice to speak of Precision Cosmology (e.g.
[35,36]) and very probably they will be further reduced
when the Planck results will appear. A caveat is however
M
and in some cases
necessary: generally  exM   me
M
M
 ex   me . So when model assumptions fail,  exM
might be optimistic and the stated precision of inference
might understate the actual uncertainty of the observable.

4. Discussion
Analysis of cosmological observation and deduction of
cosmological parameters in literature not always explicitly refers to Bayesian statistics so the language used is
not necessarily the one which would be used by a Bayesian statistician (see [37] and references therein) Bayesian
statistics however can provide useful hints at least about:
1) Dispersion of the priors (see for instance [38] and
references therein). In its more common implementations
the Concordance Model sets the very stringent limits
 =  b   dm      1 . Assuming a Bayesian point of
view there is therefore a risk that the priors on  , b ,
 dm and   are underdispersed, undermining the validity the analysis results. Therefore these limits probably
have to be relaxed.
2) Robustness of the results (see for instance [39] and
references therein). The results so far published do not
show evidence of oscillations of the values of the Concordance Model parameters around their expectation values, confirming that from a Bayesian point of view these
results are robust.
But our Confidence Level Estimators hold also outside
the borders of Bayesian Statistics. Expression (14) has
been in fact obtained also on empirical basis (see Equation (4)).
So we will use our Estimators to evaluate the weight
we can attach to observables and cosmological parameters provided by the Concordance Model, no matter if the
procedures the authors ([18,32,34] and references therein)
used to get them are fully Bayesian or not.
The last Column of Table 1 shows the Confidence
Levels of the Concordance Model free parameters, calculated by Equation (4) and approximation (3). For the
whole Model, Equation (5) gives
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Cl  0.07

They do not falsify the Concordance Model (the distributions of the expected values of all the parameters of
the Concordance Model are well inside the uncertainty
intervals of the measured values).
However, with the exception of the Hubble constant,
the differences  ex   me of the parameters are so large
that  pr (see Section 2) and the role played by Model
and priors can’t be neglected. So we cannot assume the
expectation values of some parameters of the Concordance Model as representative of the values of the associated observables, for instance when studying astrophysical situations where dark matter, dark energy, if
present, are important.
This leaves open the possibility of considering other
Models of the Universe different from the Concordance
Model which is based on the strong double condition
 = b   dm    = 1 . We can for instance keep  = 1
and relax the condition  = b   dm    , assuming a
different recipe of the Universe composition, e.g. without
or with a reduced quantity of Dark Energy, an exigency
remarked also very recently (see for instance the comments by [40]). In fact: 1) no direct evidence for the existence of Dark Energy has been so far obtained; 2)in
literature there are models which show the possibilities
of producing effects similar to those attributed to the
presence of Dark Energy, through inhomogeneities of the
matter distribution (e.g. [41]). The work on these Models
is still in progress. We cannot yet apply to them the same
procedure used with the Concordance Model and extract
expectation values for their parameters. Comparison of
their Confidence Levels with the Confidence Levels of
Table 1 will probably become possible in the near future.
Meanwhile, it is necessary: 1) to improve direct measurements of all the observables associated to the Concordance Model parameters, aiming at X i  EMi and
i
 me
  exi for all the parameters i , and/or 2) to get independent evidence of existence and weight of   , the
Dark Energy density.
The above conclusions remain also if one adds to the
set of preexisting data results of new indirect evaluations
of the Cosmological Parameters more recently published
(e.g. [34,42]). Probably they will not change until new
direct measurements or indirect measurements based on
other independent models will appear.

5. Conclusions
The use of Montecarlo methods and Bayesian Statistics
to analyze the enormous quantity of data of cosmological
interest which are continously poured by ground and
space observations is almost unavoidable. However Montecarlo and Bayesian Methods are based on assumption
(models and priors) whose statistical weight should be
JMP
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added, but rarely is added, to the the quoted accuracies of
the parameter expectation values.
Researchers who currently use these methods are
aware of that and warning has been already put forward
(e.g. [36,43]). Unfortunately general public and professionals not involved in cosmological observations may
be unaware of it, misinterpret the results of model simulations and attribute weights above their real values to
models. Forgetting it may stop or reduce support to studies of other models not yet excluded by observation.
This situation is common to other fields of pure and
applied research (e.g. unification of fundamental forces,
string theories, elementary particle models, models of
climate evolution and so on). The Confidence Level Estimator we propose can be used to avoid misunderstandings and preserve possibilities of pursuing alternatives
lines of research also in these fields.
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For gaussian distributions of P  O  and P  N 

Appendix A: Derivation of Cl,M from the
Bayes Theorem
Let’s assume (see Section 2.1):
1) O set of “old” or preexisting, model independent, measurements of an observable;
2)  N  set of “new”, model dependent, measurements of parameter M associated by the model to the
observable;
3) P  O  likelihood function of the “old” measurements O;
4) P  N  likelihood function of the “new” measurements N;
5) P  O N  posterior conditional probability of O
given N;
6) P  N O  conditional probability of N, given O,
produced by Model and prior.
These quantities are linked by the Bayes Theorem (see
for instance [[38,44-46] and references therein) which
reads:

P O N   P  N  = P  N O   P O 

(6)

We introduce
RM  =

P O N 
P  N O

=

P O  P O  * P  N 
=
P2  N 
PN 

(7)

The numerical value of


I =  R  M  dM ,

2
2
 ex    M me   M ex   
  exp  

 
  2  dx
 me
   me    ex   

 

(8)





where M me = M  X M , M ex = M  EM .
When
EM  X M ,

RM  

(9)

 M 2 
 ex
exp  
2 
 me
 2 eq 

(10)

and
I

 ex
 me



 g  M  dM =

2π

 ex

 me eq

(11)

with M  M me  M ex

 eq2 =

2
 me
 ex2
.
2
 ex2   me

 M 2 
g  M  = exp  
,
2 
 2 eq 

Normalization to the area
g  M  , gives
Cl , M =

is proportional to the overlapping of P  O  and P  N  ,
a measure of the correlation degree of direct and indirect
measurements (when P  O  and P  N  do not overlap I  0 ). Properly normalized it gives a number
 0  Cl ,M  1 we can assume as our confidence level
indicator of the indirect measurements.
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2π eq covered by
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identical to our empirical expression (4).
When P  O  and P  N  coincide Cl ,M = 1 . When
 ex   me Cl , M  0 . ( Cl ,M > 1 , excluded because
 ex <  me (see Section 2), would imply models and
priors which produce results worse than direct or preexisting measurements).
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